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CROP Infrastructure bridges a gap with a focus on
real estate assets and cannabis branding

Price:

C$0.175

Market Cap:

CROP bridges a gap in an environment where traditional financing is
limited
Provides financing solutions and offers capital investment for land
expansion, greenhouse facilities as well as brand positioning
opportunities
Structured in a similar way to a Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) as
it owns, operates or finances income-producing real estate
CROP's portfolio of assets includes Canna Drink, a cannabis infused
functional beverage line, and 16 cannabis brands
Who is CROP Infrastructure?
CROP Infrastructure Corp (CSE:CROP) (OTCMKTS:CRXPF) is focused on
real estate assets and cannabis branding.

C$26.98M

1 Year Share Price Graph

Share Information

The company name spells it out in a clear way: CROP is an acronym for
Cannabis Real Estate Opportunity Portfolio, offers turnkey services by building,
leasing and managing international cannabis and hemp infrastructure.
A significant focus of CROP is constructing, owning and leasing greenhouse
projects. The company provides financing for land expansion, brand positioning
opportunities, specialized equipment and access to approved nutrients for
licensed cannabis producers in legal growing regions.
In layman's terms, CROP is structured in a similar way to a Real Estate
Investment Trust (REIT), basically a company that owns, operates or finances
income-producing real estate. CROP leases real estate and provides
equipment/expertise in exchange for a management fee.
Safe to say, these are not your average greenhouses. A competitive edge is a
competitive edge and the modern greenhouse canopies offer a high-quality
production environment -- at the lowest potential cost to growers. CROP's
portfolio of projects includes cultivation properties in California, two in
Washington, a 1,000-acre Nevada cannabis farm, 2,115 acres of hemp CBD
farms, and a portfolio of common share equity in upcoming listings within the
cannabis space.
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Company Synopsis:
CROP Infrastructure Corp. (CSE: CROP /
OTC: CRXPF) provides financing for land
expansion,
turnkey
state-of-the-art
greenhouse facilities, brand positioning
opportunities, specialized equipment, and
access to approved nutrients for select
licensed producers in legal growing regions.
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But that's not all. CROP has also developed a portfolio of assets that includes Canna Drink, a cannabis infused
functional beverage line, and 16 cannabis brands.
How is it doing?
CROP has had a busy 2019.
In California, CROP continued to bolster its Humboldt County farm in California, and received 1,000 four-foot tall
cannabis plants. Humbolt farm has a total of 10,000 square feet of indoor cultivation spread throughout five
greenhouses, and an additional 20,000 square feet of outdoor grow acreage.
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CROP has also been busy in Oklahoma with a number of projects. CROP's tenant in Oklahoma, Hempire, has been
issued with medical cannabis cultivation and processing licenses. CROP also has a 20-acre property that has been
cleared and prepped with high nutrient soil to prepare for tenant planting of medical cannabis in Oklahoma. The land is
expected to yield 30,000 pounds of dried flower annually.
The company also announced that it has completed the construction of its 57,600 square foot nursery in Nye County,
Nevada and it is ready to support the company's CBD farm operations.
CROP's tenant brands, Hempire and Evolution, are now available in 40 retail locations.
The flower is available in eight different strains across seven sizes, with five concentrates across 20 separate strains
giving retailers a combination of over 100 stock keeping units (SKU) to offer customers. The retail storefronts are
populated primarily along the coastal cities of Washington.
"Our tenant growing team and their sales team have made outstanding progress with product placement in 40 retail
locations for both flower, oils and extracts," said CROP's CEO Michael Yorke in a statement. "We continue to build out
our brands in California and Nevada and our objective is, ultimately, to be in as many states as possible."
Inflection points
The majority of US cannabis operations have little or no means to secure financing, and CROP fills a gap, in helping
legal cannabis operations with capital requirements, in exchange for lease/management fees.
And it's not just the US. The regulatory environment globally is undergoing major transition.
Growers/producers are challenged with struggling to fund land, equipment and cover expansion costs, with many ripe
for strategic partnership opportunities.
The company receives a 60% preferential payback via lease and management fees on greenhouse
infrastructure/related equipment, until its deployed capital is
returned in full, when CROP typically looks for a 30% to 49% interest in the real estate and infrastructure, and will
receive dividends indefinitely.
Outlook
The early bird gets the worm, and CROP is an early participant in a global emerging marketplace, being well-positioned
for full North American recreational legalization.
CROP Infrastructure has set a high bar in the cannabis industry and has a wide runway for potential future growth.
Contact Katie Lewis at katie@proactiveinvestors.com
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No investment advice
The information on this Site is of a general nature only. It does not take your specific needs or circumstances into consideration, so you should look at your
own financial position, objectives and requirements and seek financial advice before making any financial decisions. You acknowledge and understand that
neither the Company, its related bodies corporate, the information providers or their affiliates will advise you personally about the nature, potential value or
suitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment strategy, or other matter. You should read our FSG and any other relevant
disclosure documents and if necessary seek persona advice prior to making any investment decision.
You understand and agree that no Content (as defined below) published on the Site constitutes a recommendation that any particular security, portfolio of
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securities, transaction, or investment strategy is suitable or advisable for any specific person.
You understand that in certain circumstances the Company, its related bodies corporate, the information providers or their affiliates may have received, or be
entitled to receive, financial or other consideration in connection with promoting, and providing information about, certain entities on the Site and in
communications otherwise provided to you.
You understand that price and other data is supplied by sources believed to be reliable, that the calculations herein are made using such data, and that neither
such data nor such calculations are guaranteed by these sources, the Company, the information providers or any other person or entity, and may not be
complete or accurate. From time to time, reference may be made in our marketing materials to prior articles and opinions we have published. These references
may be selective, may reference only a portion of an article or recommendation, and are likely not to be current. As markets change continuously, previously
published information and data may not be current and should not be relied upon.
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